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As the twisted groeliin press their way south, countless lives will be lost unless Roelle can find help,

forcing her to go to an enemy for aid. Itâ€™s a dangerous gamble, but she can think of no

alternative, not if she intends to save as many as possible.Jakob continues having strange visions

and struggles with what heâ€™s becoming. No longer does he question that he has power, but the

only person who might be able to answer is trapped in Thealon. They must reach her before all is

lost. Doing so forces them to face an army of Deshmahne and a horde of groeliin.As their paths

converge, war extends throughout the north. All have to sacrifice, but even that might not be enough

to defeat both the Deshmahne and the groeliin, all while trying to save the last of the gods.
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What a tapestry DK Holmberg weaves! Character development, culture descriptions, the

relationship of the individual and the big picture - all are so well woven into this story. There are

moments where I found myself stopping to mentally review what had preceded the situation



currently being related, to better comprehend and to follow the story line. Jakob's ability to discern

his own mental state, to accept his gifts, and to trust that he is on the correct path, is not the easiest

to follow, but is worth the effort!. I would like to know more of Holmberg's life view and how it has

influenced his writing. Looking forward to the continuation of the tale!

I liked this book and would recommend the series. That said, it needs better editing. The repetitious

internal dialogue of the characters became a distraction after awhile, interrupting the flow of an

otherwise engaging story. Every character chapter does not need to repeat the same basic

questions posed, often verbatim, from that character's last chapter.

The 3rd book of this series is slithly better than book 2. The 1st book is still the best. Too many

things are repeated and slow down the story without adding new infirmation. Too many characters

are a distraction for the main storyline. In some cases giving pointles sidelines.

No typos, so that's great. Story is ok, but needs a good editor to pare it down and cut out about

two-thirds. Then it would be an enjoyable read. For now, I'm skipping over 2 to 3 of every 4

paragraphs because they are so boring.

This is a great series with really cool characters and really evil bad guys. This book continues the

story and is very exciting. Can't wait to read more

Lot's of grammar issues as well as spelling errors exist, taking the reader out of the story just on

several occasions. There is a time where the main character's name is spelled two different ways on

the same page, I think this was in the first or second book. If you can get through these issues it is

actually a good read.

I continue to enjoy this new book series. Great story development, interesting characters. I enjoy all

of the books from DK Holmberg and will continue to read his books. Glad I found him.

great read
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